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Galicia

Location
Origin and universal destination

Galicia,
the Atlantic gate
Known as the land of a thousand rivers, Galicia is the
most Atlantic region of Spain and Europe. A place of
seafaring traditions where the highest cliffs, the most
productive rías (estuaries) and the only Roman lighthouse still working can be found.
Among its wealth, Galicia treasures the medieval route of pilgrimage that forged Europe’s foundations, the
Way of Saint James. Recognised as the first European
cultural itinerary, it has been attracting thousands of
people to the capital of Galicia for more than 10 centuries, promoting commercial, knowledge and cultural exchange, and the welcoming spirit of the region.
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“Its geostrategic
position and natural
protection make
Galicia a centre of
operations for the
movement of goods
from and to Europe,
America and Africa.”

Galicia
The nearest
port to
America

The main
distribution
hub to Africa

The first Way
of Europe

GDP
€64,430,000,000
6 % of Spain

Companies
+200,000
Exports 2021
€25.259,000,000
Imports 2021
€20,116,000,000

CAPITAL
Santiago de Compostela
2.7 million people
Longitude: O7°51’58.36”
Latitude: N42°45’18.29”
29,574 km2

13 Technology
centres
5
Universities
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Where is Galicia located?
Galicia is in the northwest Iberian Peninsula,
and it is the westernmost region of Europe. It
is one of the 17 autonomous communities of
Spain, and it includes 4 provinces: A Coruña,
Lugo, Ourense and Pontevedra.

and commercial wealth.

Galicia is covered by the Atlantic Ocean to the
west and the Cantabrian Sea to the north. With
more than 1,500 kilometres of coastline, it is
the territory that has the longest coastline of
Spain. Its estuaries are a source of economic

Galicia has a total area of 29,574 km2. It is bordered by Asturias and Castile and Leon to the
east, and by Portugal to the south, forming the
well-known Galicia-North of Portugal Euroregion.

They also ensure safety in maritime operations through almost every weather condition.
Therefore, ports remain open 365 days a year.

Economic growth
and talent
Galicia is the sixth economy of Spain and the
third autonomous community with the highest expected GDP growth rate. With a population of over 2.7 million people, which places Galicia in the fifth position of the national
ranking by number of inhabitants (92.35 inhabitant per km²), the territory became one of the
principal autonomous communities of Spain
and contributes 6 % to the national GDP.

The fabric of production of Galicia, formed
by more than 200,000 companies of different sectors, has an export balance of more
than 21 billion EUR. The dynamism of Galicia
is translated into the following exportation and
importation numbers of the primary economic
sectors:

SECTORAL DYNAMISM AND POSITIVE COMMERCIAL BALANCE
Exports 2019
16.29 %
30.19 %
13.20 %
12.63 %
15.09 %
7.12 %
3.56 %
1.10 %
0.83 %
Total: 22,196 (m EUR)
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Sector
Automotive
Consumer-oriented
manufacturing
Food
Semimanufactures
Capital Goods
Energy Products
Raw Materials
Consumer Durables
Other Goods

Imports 2019
27.74 %
12.25 %
17.81 %
12.39 %
10.20 %
15.41 %
3.00 %
1.11 %
0.10 %
Total: 19,814 (m EUR)

Vanguard and future
Digitalisation and innovation in Galicia
are supported by specific plans promoted by the Administration; the specialised
knowledge of 28 technology centres;
sectoral clusters of international reference such as the Automotive Cluster, the
Food Cluster, the Wood Industry Cluster,
the Maritime Cluster, the Granite Cluster, the Textile Cluster, the Biotechnology
Cluster, or the Health Cluster; and an ICT
sector with a turnover of almost 3 billion
EUR. In addition, Galicia has launched the
ICT City project (Cidade das TIC), a space
with 128,000 m2 that will become a European Digital Innovation Hub.

“Galicia has institutional
support and guidance,
and it can easily invest,
become international and
deal with the digital
transformation process
and the sustainable
development demanded
by today’s society.”

The high level of training of its active population has contributed to the increase of its productivity. Many vocational education and training (VET) institutions, Dual vocational education and training institutions, and the three Galician universities train professionals according to the demands
of a new labour market marked by the needs of Circular Economy, Biomanufacturing or Artificial
Intelligence.
Financial support, internationalisation and digitalisation will set the path to revitalise the Galician
fabric of production this decade. In 2022 the Regional Government is going to mobilise more than
300 million EUR for loans for companies and its objective is for the 8,000 export companies
to reach a turnover of 25 billion EUR by 2025. The Regional Government projects it will regain
pre-pandemic levels and a GDP sustained growth of 6 % in 2021.

Galicia calidade,
a destination to live
Galicia is a destination attraction because of
its high quality of life, its splendid natural heritage, its magnificent beaches and natural parks, and hundreds of villages that invite you to
know its traditions, festivities, history and gastronomy, which have been preserved over the
centuries as a perfect symbiosis of tradition
and modernity.

According to different surveys and studies
conducted in Spain, the cities of Galicia have
the highest quality of life.
A modern services network and a wide range
of leisure options and cultural, sports and social activities make Galicia a unique place to
live and work.
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02 Logistics
capacity
A dynamic of growth

Galicia, Logistics Hub
in the Atlantic Europe
Global leadership in
logistics performance
According to the World Bank, Europe is at the top of
the Logistics Performance Index, taking 3 positions in
the top 5. This Index scores countries on their efficiency and effectiveness in moving goods across and within
borders.
Logistics and transport in Spain create more than one
million jobs, around 8 % of GDP and 12 % of Gross Value Added of the services sector.
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“The logistics
sector of Galicia
is the second
production
system with the
highest economic
profitability of
the region.”

Galicia is an
ecosystem for
the logistics
sector

Cariño
Celeiro

Burela

Ribadeo

Ferrol
Ferrol Campus

A Coruña
San Diego
A Coruña Campus

Laxe
Business park of
Morás - Arteixo

Teixeiro
Curtis

Lugo
Cee

Lugo Campus

Santiago de Compostela

Business park of
As Gándaras

Santiago de Compostela
Campus
Business park of Sionlla

Boqueixón
A Pobra

A Susana

Vilagarcía

Ribeira

Portas

Pontevedra
Marín-Ría de
Pontevedra

Monforte de Lemos
O Barco de
Valdeorras

O Carballiño

Pontevedra Campus

Ourense

Vigo
Guixar

Ourense Campus

Vigo Campus

O Porriño

Gradiant

A Gándaras

Guillarei

PORTS OF
GENERAL INTEREST
Vigo
Marín - Ría de Pontevedra
Vilagarcía
A Coruña - Exterior
Ferrol - San Cibrao

AREAS OF
LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES
Industrial Logistics Plataform of
Salvaterra - As Neves (Plisán)
Business park of Gándaras (Lugo)
Business park of Sionlla (Santiago de
Compostela)
Transports office of San Cibrao das Viñas
Business park of Morás Arteixo
Porto seco de Monforte de Lemos

Industrial Logistics Plataform of
Salvaterra - As neves

Transports office
of San Cibrao das
Viñas

PORTS FOR GOODS MANAGED BY
THEIR AUTONOMOUS COMMUNITY
Ribadeo
Burela
Celeiro
Cariño
Laxe
Cee
Ribeira
A Pobra

Taboadela

AIRPORTS
Vigo
Santiago de
Compostela
A Coruña

INNOVATION
SYSTEM
Ferrol Campus
A Coruña Campus
Lugo Campus
Santiago de
Compostela Campus
Pontevedra Campus
Ourense Campus
Vigo Campus

RAILWAY STATIONS
FOR GOODS
A Coruña - San Diego
Curtis / Teixeiro
A Susana (Boqueixón)
Ferrol
Lugo Mercadorías
Monforte de Lemos
Ourense
O Barco de Valdeorras

O Carballiño
Taboadela
As Gándaras (O Porriño)
Portas
Guillarei
Vigo - Guixar
Pontevedra
Vilagarcía de Arousa
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Galicia promotes the logistics sector
Maritime, land, and air connectivity make Galicia a logistics hub in the Atlantic Europe. The
logistics sector in Galicia represents 4.2 % of
GDP, employs around 50,000 people, and
groups together more than 12,000 companies.

“The logistics sector of Galicia
is creating more and more
employment and investment.”

NO. OF COMPANIES
Maritime transport
Road transport
Rail transport
Air transport
Activities ancillary to transport
TOTAL

45
+12,000
2
5
+12,000

EMPLOYMENT
+48,000

50,000

Galicia’s good balance and the competitiveness demonstrated by the companies that constitute the sector have led the Regional Government to implementing a plan that will involve the
public-private injection of more than 20 billion EUR to continue to grow the logistics sector in
Galicia.

“Innovation, digitalisation,
sustainability and upskilling
guarantee efficiency and lower
costs in the logistics sector
of Galicia.”

The logistics sector of Galicia gathers good
examples of innovative projects, digitalisation
initiatives, sustainable solutions, and continuous training to adapt its professionals to the
new demand of specialisation. The following
are some of these examples.

Innovation, a sectoral vehicle
Galicia maximises the agility and vanguard of
the logistics sector with collaborative innovation projects, such as the Logistic Data Platform. This platform collects and analyses international logistics flows with more than 200
million import and export data from Spain and
Portugal to transform them into organised and
intuitive information. This enables individual,
12

collaborative, and sectoral decision making
to promote projects and strategic actions for
Galicia’s logistics function in a global context.
The Galician government is also promoting financial aid for projects on last-mile logistics
that facilitate the innovation of the e-commerce companies of the sector.

Leader
companies of
logistics
digitalisation

Galicia is fostering the digitalisation of the
logistics sector with technology companies
working on intralogistics automation or RFID
technology. The digitalisation of administrative processes through the promotion of the
single window for carrying out customs formalities in ports is another project in development.
Galicia is committed to optimise load compartments by launching a digital platform that
promotes coloading, systematising the union
of shared loads and the implementation of a
tracking, traceability, and predictability system.
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“The logistics sector in Galicia has a number
of important advantages: its infrastructures
and intermodality, its business excellence, its economic activity, and its logistics
ecosystem in continuous improvement that
consolidates an efficient logistics chain.”

Sustainability that
guarantees the future
Green Logistics is also present in the development of the sector in Galicia, with the introduction of eco-friendly solutions. The Next
Generation EU plan of Galicia includes the
creation of sustainable logistics chains through four projects:

a centre for fostering Circular Economy, the
production of green hydrogen, the production
of textile fibres, and the development of new
renewable power to supply the previous projects.

Continuous improvement
and upskilling
Galicia is also making progress in the efficiency of the legal and administrative environment
relating to licences and permits for activities,
imports, and exports... It promotes the Law on
Administrative Simplification and support of
reflation, which establishes new measures to
boost economic activity after COVID-19 from
a perspective of administrative simplification
for the implementation and operation of business initiatives in Galicia, reducing regulatory
and administrative barriers, to allow faster and
more efficient management, and thus cutting
costs and time.
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Galicia has a high-level logistics vocation with training itineraries linked to the
Supply Chain. Universities provide continuous
upskilling through Masters of Supply Chain
Management and Innovation and a Master of
Logistics and Transport. The Administration
provides specific upskilling through vocational training in Transport and Logistics.
Galicia also fosters logistics entrepreneurship projects and start-ups that respond
to the challenges of the sector through the
public accelerator Cologistics and other
private accelerators, such as Logistics Tech
Accelerator and Fishing Accelerator by
Kaleido Logistics, and The Hop by Estrella
Galicia.

Galicia is an

asset

Key competitive
advantages of
the logistics sector
of Galicia

Global, continental,
and local Connectivity
UNIQUE GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION
Atlantic Gate. With the westernmost ports and
airports of Europe, Galicia has the best connection times with America, and efficient communications with Africa. Moreover, located in
the centre of Atlantic Europe, it has a privileged position to connect these countries.

RAILWAY CONNECTION IN CONTINUOUS
DEVELOPMENT
Operative railway connections with the rest
of Spain and Europe, and major public investments for the implementation of 750 m length
trains.

THE LARGEST NETWORK OF PORTS IN SPAIN

PORTS DRAUGTH AND MARITIME SAFETY

Combining 5 big State-owned ports with a network of smaller ports managed by the Regional
Government.

Accommodating ships of all sizes with maximum security, regardless of the weather.

INFRASTRUCTURES IN CONTIUNOUS IMPROVEMENT

HIGH LOAD CAPACITY AND HIGH STORAGE
CAPACITY IN PORTS

Major investments planned for all modes of
transport.

Equipment and infrastructures that facilitate
very agile operations in terms of time and management.

IN THE EUROPEAN ATLANTIC CORRIDOR

TAX FLEXIBILITY

This implies significant investments and quality commitments in the short and medium run.

It has the only free zone of the Northwest of
the Iberian Peninsula and a complete network
of customs areas.

CONNECTIVITY FACILITATING THE ACCESS
TO THE PRINCIPAL HUBS
Provides global reach through integrated multimodal services.
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Efficiency and effectiveness
Operational efficiency that ensures minimum
dwell times and competitive handling costs.

Fair customs procedures with an open and reliable approach.

Flexibility and adaptability to the shipper’s and
carrier’s requirements.

Less congestion compared to other EU ports/
hubs.

A supportive legal framework for logistics and
international trade.

Upskilling and vanguard
An ecosystem of innovative companies that
drive the sector: technology companies, engineering companies, environmental consultancies, etc.

Highly qualified professionals with specialised
training. Fostering professions through business incubators and logistics entrepreneurship projects.

Dynamism
A growing market that ensures significant volumes of inflows and outflows.

Good public-private cooperation, with a high
level of involvement and economic boost from
the Galician government.

Openness to collaboration between Galicia
and other countries for mutual growth.

Galicia is a territory with the ability to position itself in the world logistics. Its competitive
advantages are combined with road, railway, air, and maritime infrastructures that connect it
with the whole world. Discover all that Galicia has to offer you!
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03 Infrastructures
High connectivity,
maximum intermodality

Intermodality
ready to grow
Galicia stands out for the flexibility and development of its logistics structure. Together with
the importance of the maritime
traffic; the road, railway, and air
infrastructures; dry ports; and
intermodal nodes, they form a
logistics network that connects
Galicia with the whole world.

“The Autonomous
Community of Galicia has
become one of the main
strategic areas for daily
freight transport heading for
foreign markets and national
markets.”
“A sustainable development
of infrastructures”
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Primary and
secondary
ports

Cariño
Ferrol

Celeiro
Burela

A Coruña

Ribadeo

Laxe
Cee
Ribeira
A Pobra
Vilagarcía
Marín
Vigo

Primary ports

+ 33 million
tonnes

Ships of all sizes
up to 20 metres

of draught for
containers and
22 metres for
other goods
18

Global connectivity

North of Europe,
America, Africa,
and Asia

Cargo

Solid bulk and
liquid bulk,
container, ro-ro
cargo, and break
bulk cargo

Merchant ships

+ 4,800

Cruise ships

196

Passengers

+ 300,000

An environment for maritime security
Galicia has a privileged maritime position with
13 cargo ports along its coastline of more than
1,500 kilometres. The estuaries provide natural shelters and, together with the outer ports
of A Coruña and Ferrol, facilitate safe maritime operations 365 days a year.
Galicia has five Port Authorities that manage the main ports of A Coruña, Ferrol and San
Cibrao, Marín, Vigo, and Vilagarcía de Arousa.

In addition, Portos de Galicia, as a body of the
Regional Government, manages other ports
that play an important role in the movement of
general cargo: A Pobra do Caramiñal, Burela,
Cariño, Cee, Ribadeo, Ribeira and Viveiro. This
brings the total number of commercial ports
to 13.

“The primary ports of Galicia handle 33 million
tonnes of traffic annually.”
A Coruña
Floating surface (ha)

Ferrol San Cibrao

Marín

Vigo

Vilagarcía
de Arousa

TOTAL

9,571.247

8,412.157

1,758.783

3,955.231

1,248.743

24,946.161

8,514

4,621

9,873

13,997

8,347

45,353

3,051.768

3,425.626

752,446

577,086

575,000

8,381.926

691,430

873,630

122,600

412,735

242,000

2,342.396

Total

9,515

14,418

5,279

14,486

2,984

46,683

Draught C≥12

2,398

4,180

1,075

2,343

1,343

11,339

9,489.34

250,000

262,822

522,311

76,810.00

255,217

819,718

1,151.745

550

800

Superficie de flotación (ha)
Land Surface Port Authority (m )
2

Total
Storage
Docks (m)

Cold storage
Surface cold storage facilities, ice
storage facilities, and other storage
facilities (m2)
Storage capacity (m3)
Ice factories

250

Connecting points for
refrigerated containers

120

216

655

1,300

90

1,955

53,524

1,437

25,199

77,753

36,515

194,429

Berthing line (m)

316

173

524

769

271

2,053

Maximum draught (m)

9,5

20

14

17

13

73,5

30,423

290,000

133,000

179,244

52,710

685,377

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

33,059.830

Fishing facilities (m2)
Containers

Container terminal (m2)
Connection

Galicia receives almost 5,000 merchant ships a year, including bulk carriers, general cargo, ro-ro,cruise ships, container ships and other merchant ships.
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The strategic location of Galicia leads to a high level of specialisation in the loading and unloading
of bulk cargo, fishery commodities, and general goods. Galicia also provides services for all types
of cargo by sea.
The main transported goods are:

LIQUIDS

SOLIDS

VEHICLES

Liquefied gas, crude oil,
refined petroleum products,
and other liquids.

Coal, minerals, agricultural
and fishery products, forestry
and wood products, iron and
steel products, wind turbines,
ferroalloys, and scrap iron.

Commercials, trailers, and
semitrailers.

BULK CARGO

GENERAL GOODS

OTHER GOODS

Liquids

Solids

General

Containers

Fish

Provisions

Fuel

A Coruña

8,970.330

3,474.568

1,006.157

35

35.924

76.142

30.957

Ferrol-San Cibrao

2,311,900

8,095.030

762.638

95.405

147

10.903

4.993

7

888.504

1,549.975

873.911

1.725

31.496

17.927

Vigo

46.770

297.778

3,819.996

2,659.602

79.803

142.862

70.229

Vilagarcía de
Arousa

182.544

479.972

652.903

340.978

0

5.283

939

11,511.551 13,235.852

7,791.669

3,969.931 117.599

266.686

125.045

Marín y Ría de
Pontevedra

Tonnes

One of the main ports of Spain on car
carrier services can also be found in Galicia. It
handles more than 400,000 vehicles a year.
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RO-RO

RO-RO
TRAILERS

Ferrol-San Cibrao

50.936

0

Vigo

1,126.119

17.576

1,177.055
tonnes of goods

17.576
tonnes of goods

CARGO TYPE
14 THOUSAND

12 THOUSAND

10 THOUSAND

8 THOUSAND

6 THOUSAND

4 THOUSAND

2 THOUSAND

0 THOUSAND
DRY
BULK

LIQUID
BULK

OTHER CARGO
NOT SPECIFIED IN
ANY SECTION

LARGE
CONTAINERS

RO-RO

The ports of Galicia receive more than 300,000 passengers each year in nearly 200 cruise ships.

The sea, link between Galicia
and the world
“The ports of Galicia are
located on international
maritime transport routes
and provide more than 90
services for the North of
Europe, America, Africa,
and Asia.”

The maritime connectivity of Galicia keeps
growing through new lines of conventional
and container traffic, and ro-ro and ferry services.
The Deep Sea services of the ports of Galicia
offer the lowest transit times between Europe
and America. Short Sea Shipping and Feeder
connections of containers, general cargo, and
bulk cargo, improve shipment competitiveness and its sustainability.
Galicia has good connection with other main
hub ports such as Rotterdam and Algeciras,
which provides the territory with global connectivity. It also has good connection with Antwerp, Sines, Lisbon, Valencia and Barcelona
and other ports.
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Maritime
routes

Regular
lines

46 direct
container
services

6
Deep Sea
services

33 Short Sea Shipping /
Feeder service
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7 Short Sea
Shipping
services
18 Car Carrier
services reaching
around the world

Global
connectivity
Spain

Europe

Africa

Algeciras
Barcelona
Bilbao
Cádiz
Gijón
Huelva
Las Palmas de
Gran Canaria
Málaga
Santa Cruz de la
Palma
Santa Cruz de
Tenerife
Santander
Tenerife
Valencia

Aarhus
Alesund
Altamira
Amsterdam
Antwerp
Bremerhaven
Bristol
Buenaventura
Cagliari
Callao
Dublin
Dunkirk
Felixstowe
Fos
Fredrikstad
Gdansk
Gdynia
Génova
GiolaTauro
Greenock
Hamburg
Helsinborg
Immingham
Klaipeda
Kotka
Leixoes
Lisboa
Liverpool
Livorno
London
Moerdijck
Murmansk
Rauma
Riga
Rotterdam
Salerno
Scrabster
Setúbal
Sines
Sortland
Southamptom
St. John´s
St.Petersburgo
Swinousjscie
Szczecin
Tallín
Thorshavn
Tilbury
Tomso
Vanuatu

Abidjan
Antwerp
Apapa
Bata
Beira
Benin
Boma
Cabinda
Cape Town
Casablanca
Conakry
Côted’Ivoire
Dakar
Djibouti
Douala
Dunkerque
Durban
Genoa
Ghana
Kribi
Le havre
Libreville
Lobito
Lome
Luanda
Malabo
Maputo
Matadi
Namibe
Nigeria
Pemba
Pointe Noire
Port Elizabeth
Port Gentil
Richards Bay
Sao Tome
Senegal
Soyo
Tanger
Tema
Tilbury
Tincan
Vado
WalvisBay
Ziguinchor

America Asia and
Argentina
Oceania
Boston
Brazil
Canada
Caribbean
Cartagena
Caucedo
Charleston
Halifax
Houston
Itapoa
Kingston
Maine
Manzanillo,Pa
Mexico
Miami
Montreal
New Caledonia
New Orleans
New York
Norfolk
Paraguay
Portland
Santos
Savannah
St. Anthony
Uruguay
Valparaiso
Veracruz

Adelaide
Fidji
Frementle
French Polynesia
Guam
Haiza
Iceland
Islas Solomón
JebelAli
Jeddah
KhorFakkan
King Abdullah
Melbourne
Micronesia
Mundra
Nacala
New Caledonia
NhavaSheva
Nueva Zelanda
Papua
Paranagua
Port Kelang
Port Qasim
SamoanIslands
Singapure
Sydney
Wallis & Futuna
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Galicia in the
European Atlantic Corridor
“Maritime connectivity,
which facilitates
international trade activity,
is complemented by land
access through road and
rail freight transport.”

ROAD NETWORK
Galicia has a network of more than 17,000
km of high-capacity roads, highways and
freeways, corridors and expressways, which
connect it with the rest of Spain, Portugal and
Europe.
In recent years, a considerable improvement
in the road network has been undertaken,
which has allowed a reduction in time and an
increase in safety.

Freight in percentages
Machines, vehicles,
manufactured objects

49,18

Raw or manufactured
minerals and construction
materials

16,19

Food products
and fodder

12,47

Agricultural products
and livestock

6,8

5,96

Chemical products

Bulk
(all types of goods)
Minerals and residues
for remelting

24

3,94

1,59

Freeways
And highways

Cariño

Celeiro

Burela
Ribadeo

Ferrol
A Coruña
Laxe
Teixeiro

Lugo
Cee

Santiago de Compostela

A Pobra Vilagarcía
Ribeira
Portas

Marín
Ría de
Pontevedra

Boqueixón

Pontevedra
Vigo

O Carballiño

Monforte de
Lemos

O Barco de
Valdeorras

Ourense

O Porriño
Guillarei

+90,000 tn
of freight
to and from
Galicia

Loads
General, dry, temperature-controlled,
oversized, hazardous, and special

Capacity
< 25 t

Daily and
weekly
frequency

Destinations
throughout
Europe

25

By truck,
from Galicia
to...
MADRID
BARCELONA
VALENCIA
OPORTO (Portugal)
IRÚN (France)
26

7,30 H (590 Km)
14 H (1150 Km)
12,3 H (950 Km)
1,45 H (155 Km)
9,30 H (770 Km)

Train
connection

RAILWAY NETWORK
Galicia has a high-speed rail network (passengers) and a freight
network with 16 stations that connect the main cities and links
Galicia with the rest of Spain and Portugal.
The investment plan for the railway network already makes possible the high-speed train that connects the region with Madrid in
two hours and contemplates improvements that will allow an increase in frequency and a time reduction of freight trains of more
than 750 meters. Galicia’s strategy to modernize its rail-road network foresees the doubling of freight transport by rail by 2030.
The forecast of the regional government is to transport 3 million
tons more per year by rail. This measure will increase the region’s
competitiveness and avoid the emission of 150,000 tonnes of CO2
each year.
Galicia will increase the area of influence of the Ports of the Community promoting the multimodality of the transport of goods
associated with them. With this objective in mind, it will complete the essential infrastructure for freight transport, especially the
train connection at three key points, the Port of Ferrol, the Outer
Port of A Coruña and the Port Terminal of Bouzas.

Destinations

Ferrol

Spain and Portugal

A Coruña

San Diego
Teixeiro
Curtis

Loads

Wood, iron
and Steel
products and
containers

Santiago de Compostel a

Boqueixón
Vilagarcía
A Susana
Portas
Pontevedra
Vigo

+ 2.000
circulations

Lugo

Guixar
O Porriño
A Gándaras
Guillarei

Monforte de
Lemos
O Carballiño
Ourense

O Barco de
Valdeorras

Taboadela
Transports office of
San Cibrao das Viñas
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Air
traffic

AIR TRAFFIC
The Galician air hub complements land and sea
transport with three commercial airports with air
cargo terminals, whose main destinations are the
European Union and Africa, and which are located
within a radius of 100 kilometers on the Atlantic axis: A
Coruña-Alvedro, Santiago de Compostela-Lavacolla
and Vigo-Peinador.

Destinations

Freight

European Union and Africa

+ 34.500 tn
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Free Trade
Zone

SPECIAL CUSTOMS REGIME
The territory of Galicia has the only free trade zone
in northwest Spain where a special customs regime
applies. Located only 30 kilometers from Portugal
and close to one of the most important ports in Galicia,
it is complemented by a network of customs
warehouses for greater tax flexibility for goods in
transit, warehousing or undergoing processing.
The Vigo Free Trade Zone has two storage areas,
in the Balaídos industrial park with 37,633 m2 of
covered area (within the million m2 of the industrial park); and another area in the Port of Vigo of
200,000 m2, with open-air warehouses and storage
areas from which it is possible to load and unload
goods transported by sea. It continues to increase its
space in order to expand its capacity for the transport of vehicles and components.

Vigo

Bouzas
and Balaídos

BALAÍDOS

BOUZAS

Total area (m2)

Total area (m2)

Companies

Companies

1,000,000
9

160,000
31
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Road, rail
and sea
intermodality

INTERMODAL NODES
Galicia has made progress in the intermodal
integration of transport with the dry ports of
Monforte de Lemos and Salvaterra-As Neves
Plisan. These two inland enclaves offer ideal
conditions for road-rail-sea intermodality,
effectively connecting the ports of Galicia with
the interior of the peninsula, handling a large
part of the port traffic destined for the interior
and, at the same time, serving as platforms for
transporting goods abroad.

Morás – Arteixo
industrial park

Sionlla
industrial
park

“In Galicia there are
a total of 1,405,000
warehouses and
distribution platforms”
Monforte de
Lemos
Ourense

As Gándaras

Salvaterra - As neves industrial
logistics platform

Location
province

Area
sq m

Proyected
sq m

Maritime
connection

Railway
connection

Lugo

145.745

306.783

With 5 ports
by rail

Yes
(trains of 750 m)

Pontevedra

357.695

3,091.429

Port of Vigo
(35 km)

Coming soon

Lugo

877.106

2.135.512

Planning

Parque empresarial da
Sionlla

A Coruña

461.227

1,382.799

Planning

San Cibrao das Viñas
transportation central

Ourense

224.949

98.057

Planning

A Coruña

375.497

1,479.762

Monforte de Lemos
Dry port
Salvaterra- As Neves
Plisan industrial
logistics platform
As Gándaras
industrial park

Morás – Arteixo
industrial park
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Port of
A Coruña (5 Km)

LAND AVAILABLE FOR GROWTH
Galicia is endowed with more than 120 industrial, commercial and service parks, located
in the four provinces, with a surface area exceeding 47 million square meters.
Galicia is versatile and offers maximum adaptability to each project, with large or smaller
plots available to suit the needs of each business. New industrial parks are being planned or under construction, which will increase
the supply of land by more than 25,000,000
m² for the establishment of new business
projects.
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04 Economic
sectors
Galicia’s key
industrial sectors

Companies choose Galicia
The European Union is the world’s leading exporter with 4.7 billion euros. The combined exports of
European countries surpass China as world leader,
placing the European territory at the same level as
the traditional exporting giants.
Exports of Galician companies account for 8 % of
Spain and it is the second best trade balance in absolute terms, with a positive balance, in Spain.
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“The development
of logistics
potential improves
the competitiveness of primary
and industrial
sectors.”

Galicia, world leader
in seafood products
In Galicia there are more than 1,100 companies that make up the fishing sector, generating more than 16,000 jobs and a volume of
income of €7,818 million, which represents
5.42 % of the gross added value of Galicia. In
2020, 41 % of all frozen fish distributed by sea
in Spain was marketed from the Port of Vigo.

“In 2021, 30,231 tonnes
of fishery products
were moved through
the port of Vigo.”

The leading multinationals based in Galicia, with a presence in the main fishing grounds and world
markets, offer services throughout the value chain from origin to sale, and market products whose
sales reach more than 80 countries on five continents.
The agri-food industry, in general, is one of Galicia’s leading sectors.
EXPORT

IMPORT

Valor ( thousand euros)

Valor (thousand euros)

Meat

311.06

47.75

Dairy and eggs

143.28

20.87

2,149.17

2,744.79

Cereal

12.94

212.07

Fruit and vegetables

80.55

68.58

Sugar. coffee. and cocoa

7.84

15.14

Food preparations

37.41

13.62

Drinks

68.86

15.96

TOTAL

2,811.11

3,138.78

Fish
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Main sectors in Galicia:
automotive, textile and naval
The automotive industry accounts for €6,800 million in turnover for Galicia, equivalent to 12 %
of Galicia’s GDP and 32 % of exports. In the automotive sector, more than 400,000 vehicles are
produced in Galicia every year, 15 % of car manufacturing in Spain, as well as producing
components for factories in other parts of Spain and Europe.
EXPORT

IMPORT
Valor (thousand euros)

Cars and motorbikes

2,609.62

2,041.96

Automotive components

1,007.15

3,454.98

TOTAL

3,616.77

5,496.94

Galicia’s textile sector is strategic and is
made up of 300 companies that employ more
than 13,000 people and represent 6.5 % of
Galicia’s wealth. Its turnover amounts to
14,800 million euros and represents 36 % of
Galicia’s total exports.
Galicia is home to one of the world’s largest
fashion distribution companies, with a presence in 216 markets through its presence in 216

markets through its online platform and in 96
countries with its more than 6,600 shops.
Galicia’s shipbuilding industry occupies a
predominant place in Spain and the world. The
Galician shipyards, supported by more than
130 auxiliary companies, have the experience, specialisation and capacity necessary to
undertake all kinds of projects.

Galicia is wood
and natural stone
In the forestry sector, Galicia is the 9th
largest forestry power in Europe, and leads
the sector at national level, accounting for
15 % of Spain’s timber exports. The forestry and wood industry accounts for 1.8 % of
Galicia’s GDP and generates 25 % of industrial employment. Its turnover exceeded 700
million euros in 2020.
Galicia has the largest deposits of ornamental stone in Spain, including granite and slate.
This, together with the great internationalisa34

tion of the industry, with major investments
in other producing countries, makes Galicia
capable of supplying large world markets.
Galicia is also the second largest producer of
natural stone in Europe, with more than 5,000
jobs and an export volume that represents
80 % of the whole of Spain. The stone sector
enjoys worldwide prestige thanks to its
excellent raw material and the application
of cutting-edge technology is a guarantee of
quality in international markets.

ICT and aerospace
boost from Galicia
Galicia is home to the Aerospace Pole, which
promotes various programmes to improve public services using unmanned vehicles. These
are measures promoted by the governments
of Galicia and Spain in which more than 164
million euros have been invested. This industry is emerging strongly and employs more
than 1,200 people in Galicia.

Galicia’s technology sector is a driving
force in the economy with more than 19,000
workers and almost 3,000 companies. More
than 4,500 jobs are expected to be created
in the next 5 years. Galicia is also a reference
abroad in the development of digital projects
in health, justice and education.
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05 Public-private
support
Institutional and financial commitment
to strengthen the logistics system

Galicia Logistics, an integrated
and competitive logistics block
Galicia’s strategic position with respect to maritime
traffic and the logistics and transport infrastructures
it has and an intermodality that is ready to grow make
Galicia a competitive, efficient, flexible, innovative
and sustainable logistics enclave. This is how Galicia
Logistics was born, the symbol of Galicia’s position as
the great logistics platform of the Atlantic.
Galicia Logistics represents the densest network of
commercial ports in Spain, the companies of one of
the most exporting territories and an excellent logistics
system that meets the highest international standards.
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“Galicia Logistics
represents the
joint action of all
public and private
agents in the
logistics function
in Galicia.”

The Clúster de la Función Loxística de
Galicia is the body that coordinates
the joint interest of public administrations, agents in the logistics field
and companies, who join forces to
turn Galicia into the logistics hub of
Atlantic Europe, focusing on innovative collaborative projects and the
promotion of internationalisation and
digitalisation.

“A cluster to promote
innovation projects,
talent training and
policies that maximise
the sector’s
competitiveness.”

20 million EUR to maximise
logistics development
The Integrated Logistics Optimisation Strategy of Galicia, promoted by the regional administration,
with a planned public-private investment of 20 million EUR, will maximise the development and
competitiveness of the logistics sector in Galicia.
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Next Generation EU funds
for the logistics sector
The arrival of the Next Generation Funds in
Galicia also means an economic injection for
the logistics sector. Galicia will allocate funds
to promote cleaner mobility, with intermodal
public transport and the arrival of the AVE;

more intelligent, modernising the management of public transport and infrastructures;
and more efficient and safe, maximising the
potential of ports and logistics platforms.

Comprehensive investor
and business support
Galicia is a territory with public entities that
facilitate business development and promote investment projects. Through the Galician
Institute for Economic Promotion (IGAPE), the
Galician government offers a comprehensive
investor support service with information, advice and assistance for the management, development and location of industrial and business land.

IGAPE also manages financial support for
investors with non-refundable aid lines and a
loan programme to facilitate financing, under
advantageous conditions, for business initiatives that settle in Galicia.
XesGalicia is the public management company of venture capital entities in Galicia,
which in 2020 approved operations in favour
of 20 companies worth 14 million euros.

7 destination service offices
provide global coverage
for businesses
Galicia has a network of business support
offices in the United Kingdom, Morocco,
Israel, China, the United States, Mexico and
Peru, which act as a communication bridge to
38

provide advice at origin to international business projects that arise from these countries
and that have trade relations with Galicia.
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Discover Galicia as
a logistics space

www.galicialogistics.com
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